
The National Business Forum (NBF) is an open network of business associations, chambers of commerce and other 
business support organizations (BSOs) with the mission to represent the interests of businesses operating in Alba-
nia in dialogue with the public institutions. It was launched on November 22, 2013, and founded by nine organiza-
tions: the Albanian Center for Economic Research (ACER); the Albanian Constructors Association (ACA); the Alba-
nian Chamber of International Trade and Development (ACITAD); the Tirana Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
(CCI); the Professional Businesswomen and Handcrafters Association (PBWHA); the Albanian Recycling Associa-
tion (ARA); the Albanian Plastic Converters Association (APKA); the Albanian Chamber of Facon (CFA); and the 
Albanian Tourism Association (ATA). The partners of the NBF are the Albanian American Chamber of Commerce 
(AMCHAM) and the Albanian Association of Banks (AAB). 

The NBF newsletter is a communication tool of the coalition and is used to disseminate information not only to the 
members, but also other important stakeholders.  It serves to bond them all, keep them informed of all activities 
conducted in a specific timeline and also provide great assistance in obtaining membership involvement in coali-
tion functions. This newsletter covers all activities that NBF members have conducted from July to November. 

Throughout July-August, 2017, NBF managed to realize 7 informal meetings with key actors to create a positive 
philosophy of collaboration. These meetings served on presenting the coalition and its focus; National Business 
Agenda (NBA) and aimed at finding mutual interest areas of collaboration for future partnership possibilities and 
also creating inclusive call for comprehensive action to support reform.

Informal meetings 

Youth organization AIESEC Albania

National Democratic Institute (NDI) representatives

International Chamber Of Commerce (ICC) Albania

Nordic Association Albania and Kosovo

Albanian Manufactures Union (AMU)

Agricultural Trade Union “Dinamo” (ATUD)

Consultant of Socialist Party (SP) Economic Platform

AIESEC representative set the idea of inviting the CU of 
NBF as a guest speaker at the yearly event of Youth 
Speak Forum, where famous public people, transmit 
messages to young people on different opportunities 
that Albania offers.

These meeting served on discussing the main issues 
concerning business in Albania and about the economic 
business climate and identifying common ground for 
future cooperation opportunities. 
- NDI and AMU express to support NBF regarding PPD 
issues; 
- SP Consultant pledged to contact the right persons in 
order to have some positive impact with NBA recom-
mendations;
- NBF sees ATUD as a potential partner as they repre-
sent a high number of businesses.
All actors of the meetings acknowledged that NBA 
clearly tackles some of the most important issues 
concerning the business community and most of them 
committed on collaborating with NBF on advocating 
those recommendations.

Meetings Outcomes

https://nbf.al/


Advocacy meetings 

VIP Taxpayer Director 

Minister of State for the Protection of Entrepreneurship
  
Working breakfast with the Minister of State for the Protection of 
Entrepreneurship

Chief of Cabinet of Minister of State for the protection of the 
Entrepreneurship

Tirana Municipality representative

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development Representative

Investment Council Experts (Economic and Legal Expert)

National Business Center (NBC)

Agency for Delivering Integrated Services Albania (ADISA)

Taxpayers’ Service Director

Director of Tax Appeal

General Director of Macroeconomic and Fiscal policies

General Directorate of Economic Development and Integration

Department of Public Administration (DPA)

Tax Inspection Director at GDT

Risk Management Director at GDT

Directorate of Information & Communication Technology (ICT) at 
GDT

Human Resources Directorate and Fiscal Academy Directorate at 
GDT

Throughout October-January period, NBF managed to 
realize 19 advocacy meetings. 

These meetings served on advocating the adoption and 
implementation of the NBA recommendations. CU 
along with some of coalition members who attended 
the meetings noted that the vast majority of NBA 
recommendations were embraced by the government. 
NBF greatest achievements were:

- Tourism VAT reduction to 6% for which NBF got a 
congratulation letter and 
- VAT threshold reduction to 2 million ALL, both of 
them passed with the fiscal package 2018.

At the end of the advocacy meetings, NBF made an 
assessment on the implementation degree of the NBF 
recommendations noting that, 44% of the recommen-
dations were fully implemented, while 33% of the 
latter were partially implemented.

Public institution representatives like Ministry of Agri-
culture, Tirana Municipality and National Business 
Center (NBC) encouraged NBF to continue collabora-
tion and advocacy with these institutions in order to 
achieve a higher degree of NBA implementation.

Meetings

Tax Inspections Tax Inspections 
19 out of 24 NBA recommendations were fully implemented by various directories that were 
met during the advocacy phase. While 2 of the latter were partially implemented. Some of them 
worth mentioning are: 
- Tax inspections according to GTD representatives is based solely on risk assessment and 
applied in all regions of Albania.
- Conducting periodically public-private round tables to inform businesses on changes and 
updates to laws.
- Updating their website page and a special section is devoted to legislation, where all informa-
tion is categorized in sections to make it friendlier for businesses use.
- Training selected candidates before the new employees begin their duties in at the Tax Admin-
istration and also conducts regular trainings with the participation of specialists or experts.

Differentiated Sectoral VAT One of NBF’s greatest achievement is related to this focus area because based on NBA recom-
mendation the government managed to:
- Reducing Tourism VAT to 6%
On the other hand, the government did not embrace VAT rate reduction on agriculture sector 
and sub contractors that operate in active processing by respectively 10% and 0%.

- Training selected candidates before the new employees begin their duties in at the Tax Admin-
istration and also conducts regular trainings with the participation of specialists or experts.

NBA Focus Area Outcome



Two-day training with Mr. Bob Harris (CAE)

With the aim on empowering coalition capacities, on November 21st and 22nd   2017, NBF members conducted 
two-day training programme with a subcontracted expert, Mr. Bob Harris CAE, to strengthen their internal organi-
zational governance practices. 

During these days, Mr. Harris explained in a simple way the main dimensions that an association/chamber of com-
merce should optimize in order to be a healthy organization. Also during the second day the members conducted 
an assessment regarding NBF’s work and its future. After the training session, each NBF members had the oppor-
tunity to conduct an individual meeting with Mr. Harris to further discuss some of the topics he presented during 
his presentation and how to implement the latter in their respective organizations.

Trainings

Informality 5 Out of 15 recommendations related to the Informality issue are fully implemented and 4 of 
them are partially implemented. Among them we can mention:
- Publishing and publicly discussing 
- Auditing all businesses regardless of their size based on the risk assessment analysis
- Conducting awareness campaign to assist businesses in the long process of joining the formal 
process
- Allocating more time for the business community to debate and promoting roundtables 
One of NBF’s greatest achievements is related to this focus area:
- Extending the reach of VAT threshold from 5 million to 2 million

Public-private dialogue
1 Out of 19 recommendations related to the Informality issue are fully implemented and 14 of 
them are partially implemented. Among them we can mention:
- Increasing cooperation between existing public private consultative institutions
- Informing the business community as much as possible so that the businesses clearly under-
stand  the purpose of each dialogue institution
- Local authorities following international examples of public private arrangements, share their 
ideas with businesses and establishing specific councils for conducting dialogue at the local 
level. 



ACER participation in "Confrontation" TV Show
September 14, 2017: On Scan TV, Dr. Zef Preci, Executive Director of ACER, member of the NBF coalition and 
three of the most prominent Albanian Economic Experts, Dr. Ardian Civici, Ilir Ciko and Dr. Enriko Ceko, discussed 
the recent government initiatives and the overall business climate issues. 

ACER interview with Voice of America
September 14, 2017: Dr. Zef Preci, Executive Director of ACER gave his opinion regarding the governmental 
program and the latest political developments. He emphasized, among other things, the tax and customs merger 
impact on the business climate. 

NBF interview with SCAN TV
September 8, 2017: In this Interview, Esmeralda Ballesha, NBF Coordinator tackled the issue of Public Private 
Dialogue as one of the main campaign promises of the previous government (Rama I), and stated that only Invest-
ment Council (IC) has performed well. 
Link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0G_06G31xMk&list=PL3YL6Otf2D9iN3-1ITkZIP7FuQSPF7Na&index=9

NBF participation in Top Show TV program
September 13, 2017: NBF Coordinator stated that the government is expected to perform better regarding the 
public-private dialogue, adding that the newly created Ministry of State for the Protection of Entrepreneurship 
would enhance the collaboration of businesses with the government. 
Link: http://top-channel.tv/new/tv/videot.php?id=100989

NBF and CFA participated into “Perballje” TV program
September 13, 2017: The NBF Coordinator and the Chairman of the Albanian Chamber of Facon (CFA), discussed 
the Albanian Government red-hot initiatives.  
Link: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=BRfHdZc7cQ8

Dr. Preçi’s interview with VOA
July 11, 2017: The Executive Director of ACER analyzed the Trieste Summit. According to him the gist of this initia-
tive has been to keep open the door of the integration of the Western Balkans countries and to increase regional 
security and stability.   
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3jslKx_v4c&feature=youtu.be

ACER for Monitor.al
September 8, 2017: The Executive Director of ACER, tackled the Albanian Government red-hot initiative regard-
ing the reform in the public administration and more specifically the merge of tax and custom directorate and the 
impact that the latter will have on the business climate
Full Article: 
http://www.monitor.al/reforma-ne-institucione-pa-analize-dhe-objektiva-rrezikon-perseritjen-e-gabimeve-2/

NBF for Telegraf newspaper
September 21, 2017: NBF Coordinator mentioned some of the factors, derived from the National Business 
Agenda (NBA) analysis, that influenced platforms failure. 
Full Article: http://nbf.al/lajme-2/258-ms-ballesha-s-article-with-telegraf

NBF article: For an efficient public private dialogue
September 23, 2017: NBF Coordinator in this article tackled the issue public private dialogue. According to the 
NBF Coordinator, the Investment Council has performed well. The other existing platforms however only serve to 
promote various governmental initiatives without providing the business community a real possibility to interact 
with the government. 
Full Article: http://nbf.al/lajme-2/259-ms-ballesha-article-for-an-efficient-public-private-dialogue

Visibility & Articles
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NBF’s interview with ORA-NEWS - “Money and Wealth”
On October 11, 2017: Coordination Unit of NBF tackled the issue of agriculture, giving the fact that the Albanian 
government has placed it, together with tourism sector, as top priorities. 

NBF’s interview with ORA-NEWS - “Money and Wealth”
On October 12, 2017, Zef Preci, Director of the Albanian Center for Economic Research, told BIRN that he 
endorsed the VAT extension to small businesses because it will influence to informality reduction, but they need 
time to learn the new practice and calculate the cost.

NBF’s interview with SCAN TV
On October 13th, 2017, Coordination Unit of NBF was invited at SCAN TV program entitled “To talk”. During the 
program it was discussed the third phase of the fight against informality recently launched by the government and 
its impact on reducing fiscal evasion and informality.

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK (FORUMI KOMBETAR I BIZNESIT).

https://www.facebook.com/Forumi-Kombetar-i-Biznesit-714841615302619/

